


 

The history of the Australian wine industry had its beginnings with the arrival of the first fleet into Sydney Cove. 

The first vines arrived in Australia in 1788 with Captain Phillip on board one of the ships of the First Fleet. These 
vines were first planted out at Farm Cove - the site of the present Sydney Botanical Gardens. Unfortunately, the 
vines did not bear as expected, and were soon transplanted to a new location at Parramatta. In 1791, Governor 
Phillip reported that he had established a three-acre vineyard at Parramatta, and that a settler named Schaffer 
had also planted one acre of vines. 

In following years, many others attempted to establish wine grape growing and winemaking ventures in various 
regions of the colony. 

Notable amongst these were the pioneering efforts of Captain John Macarthur, to whom a grant of land some 
thirty miles from Sydney was made, and which he named Camden Park. This property played a major part in 
the development of all manner of primary industries in Australia, being particularly well known as the home of 
the development of the merino sheep breed. Camden Park played a vital roll in the fledgling wine industry 
through its importation and distribution of vine cuttings throughout NSW and the Barossa Valley. By 1853, 
Camden Park listed some 33 grape varieties for sale. 

Another important figure in the early wine industry was Gregory Blaxland. Blaxland established a vineyard at 
Ermington on the Parramatta River in 1806 and by 1822 shipped 136 litres of wine to London where it won the 
Silver Medal of the Society for Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, now known as the Royal 
Society of Arts. 

Five years later, a larger shipment of 1800 litres of Blaxland's wine won the Gold Ceres Medal. 
http://www.hawkesbury.net.au/sydneywine/overview/history.html 
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Aperitif is a type of drink enjoyed before dinner in order to “open the appetite”. 

 

Most aperitifs are a blend of fortified wines with strong herbal qualities. It’s a drink that invites you to 

slow down and enjoy the moment. And while most of us might not be used to taking the time to leisurely 

work up to our dinners, it’s one routine you won’t have trouble getting used to — especially since aperitifs 

are also known to be accompanied by tasty nibbles such as olives, nuts or canapes.  

The aperitif was first introduced with the creation of vermouth in the mid 1700s by Antonio Benedetto 

Carpano, but it was made popular in France a century later when Joseph Dubonnet, a French chemist, 

created a wine-based drink that would mask the unpleasant flavor of malaria-fighting quinine. So, 

despite the fact that this drink was once used mainly for its medicinal properties, it has managed to stick 

around — and is still enjoyed by many in France, Italy and increasingly getting more popular in Australia. 

Usually served straight up, chilled or on the rocks (at times with a slice of citrus, too), the aperitif is a 

simple start to the meal.  
 



 

 

Sherry is a fortified wine made from white grapes that are grown near the town of Jerez de la Frontera in Andalusia, Spain. 

Sherry is produced in a variety of styles made primarily from the Palomino grape, ranging from light versions similar to white 

table wines, such as Manzanilla and Fino, to darker and heavier versions that have been allowed to oxidize as they age in 

barrel, such as Amontillado and Oloroso. Sweet dessert wines are also made from Pedro Ximenez or Moscatel grapes, and are 

sometimes blended with Palomino-based Sherries. Madeira is a fortified Portuguese wine made in the Madeira Islands. 

 

 

Madeira is produced in a variety of styles ranging from dry wines which can be consumed on their own as an aperitif, to sweet 

wines more usually consumed with dessert. The islands of Madeira have a long winemaking history, dating back to the Age of 

Exploration when Madeira was a standard port of call for ships heading to the New World or East Indies. To prevent the wine 

from spoiling, neutral grape spirits were added. On the long sea voyages, the wines would be exposed to excessive heat and 

movement which transformed the flavor of the wine. This was discovered by the wine producers of Madeira when an unsold 

shipment of wine returned to the islands after a round trip. Today, Madeira is noted for its unique winemaking process which 

involves heating the wine up to temperatures as high as 60 °C (140 °F) for an extended period of time and deliberately exposing 

the wine to some levels of oxidation. Because of this unique process, Madeira is a very robust wine that can be quite long lived 

even after being opened. 

 

 

 

Saké is a Japanese rice wine made by fermenting rice that has been polished to remove the bran.  Unlike wine, in which alcohol is 

produced by fermenting sugar that is naturally present in grapes, sake is produced by a brewing process more like beer, where the 

starch is converted into sugars before being converted to alcohol. 

 

The brewing process for sake differs from the process for beer in that, for beer, the conversion from starch to sugar and from sugar 

to alcohol occurs in two discrete steps. Like other rice wines, when sake is brewed, these conversions occur simultaneously. 

Furthermore, the alcohol content differs between sake, wine, and beer. Wine generally contains 9%–16% abv, while most beer 

contains 3%–9%, and undiluted sake contains 18%–20% although this is often lowered to about 15% by diluting with water prior 

to bottling. 

  



 

What does barrel-aging add to your cocktail? 

Essentially, barrel aging a cocktail does the same thing as aging a spirit or wine — it tames the harsher aspects and rounds it out, 

creating a “more cohesive drink,” as Amberg notes. In the case of something that has bitter elements (Campari, Cynar, Fernet, etc), 

the barrel helps soften out those bitter notes. Since the barrel is porous itself, there’s also oxidation that happens with the cocktail; 

this adds another layer of flavor to anything that has a wine base (vermouth, aperitifs, etc).  

 

The barrel itself will imbue a lot of character. For example, If a barrel is heavily charred, it will impart more elements of toast.  If 

the contents rest for an extended period like aging, the heavy char will impart bitter caramel notes and add more weight to the 

cocktail. 

 

 

If you require extra cocktail alternatives, ask your waiter or bartender for a classic recommendation 





https://www.menupad.com/manager/menu/?section=8500&item=112689


Black Bar & Grill offers premium wine by the glass using Coravin system. This is a perfect system 

for our customers that have always wanted to try a special bottle without paying the full bottle price 

tag.  Coravin system allows us to pour wine without removing the cork, therefore leaving the wine 

untouched by oxygen and in return letting the wine last much longer than any other system available.  





“Why drink ‘grower Champagne’? For me, good wine is above all an expression of place, and the 

profundity of that expression often reflects the quality of the viticulture involved. Terroir-expressive 

Champagne may be guided by practices in the winery, but its character originates in the vineyards”. 

http://www.decanter.com/learn/grower-champagne-10-estates-to-know-270315/#0KtGkbaRfdorYkd1.99. 

 

http://www.decanter.com/tag/grower-champagne-need-to-know/
http://www.decanter.com/wine/wine-regions/champagne/
http://www.decanter.com/learn/grower-champagne-10-estates-to-know-270315/#0KtGkbaRfdorYkd1.99
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Natural wines over arching philosophy are non-intervention. From vineyard to cellar the wine is made 

using quality fruit grown by organic and biodynamic practices and experimental and free-form 

methods of viticulture. They are cultivated in tune with the 'nature' evident in both the grapes and the 

territory in which they grow. 

 https://www.organicwine.com.au/what-is-natural-wine 

 

 

Jura is a French wine region that lies between Burgundy and Switzerland. The wines produced here 

are unique, like most sherries, they are ages under a layer of ‘flor, yeast cells that add intruigue and 

complexity’. This is a cool-climate region, with clay and limestone soils and plenty of Jurassic era fossil 

matter, hence the name. It’s split into four regional appellations: Arbois, Côtes du Jura, L’Etoile, and 

Château-Chalon. https://www.organicwine.com.au/what-is-natural-wine 
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Rarity has long been in this wine’s favour, and the price has steadily begun to reflect it. The vines were 

planted remarkably in 1868. 

The wine in the glass is a treat. Not necessarily compelling, but beautifully pitched. My first impression 

was that the fruit was sweet; my second that it was sour. I kept swinging between the two. Gum leaf, 

undergrowth, tangy cranberry-like characters, sweet spices, woodsmoke, tobacco maybe and mint. It 

kind of ‘is what it is’ in an unhurried, light-ish, charming way, though the wine’s lines of tannin and acid 

are strung taut."  Campbell Mattinson, Wine Front 



The Pinot Noir variety has been in Australia since the early 1800s. It was one of the varieties brought 

into Australia by John McArthur in 1817 and by James Busby in the 1830s.  

CSIRO Merbein released a vinestock of Pinot Noir in 1971, taken from cuttings first planted at Mount 

Pleasant in the 1920s, referred to as the MV6 (mothervine) clone. 

It has taken time for this notoriously fickle grape to find success, but it is now thriving in the cooler 

viticultural regions across the country. 







 

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, or DRC as it is commonly known, is easily Burgundy's best-known 

and most collectible wine producer. Based in the Burgundy village of Vosne-Romanée, the domaine 

makes wines from eight different grand cru vineyards that span the length of the Côte d'Or. The most 

famous comes from the eponymous Romanée-Conti vineyard and on average is the most expensive 

wine in the world. https://www.wine-searcher.com/producer-22643-domaine-de-la-romanee-conti 

 

https://www.wine-searcher.com/regions-vosne-romanee
https://www.wine-searcher.com/wine-label-france.lml
https://www.wine-searcher.com/regions-romanee-conti
https://www.wine-searcher.com/producer-22643-domaine-de-la-romanee-conti
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The Penfolds Bin 60A Special Bin Red releases reflect a culture of research, experimentation, and 

innovation at Penfolds. This goes beyond winemaking to consideration of vineyard site, vineyard 

management and fruit selection. 1962 Bin 60A is Penfolds' most successful show wine ever, having 

won 19 trophies and 33 gold medals in a relatively brief period. The 1962 Bin 60A is considered by 

many to be the greatest Australian wine ever made. Only one other vintage has been made, the 2004. 

 

Penfolds Grange is sourced from Kalimna in the Barossa Valley, McLaren Vale, Adelaide (Magill) and 

Padthaway in South Australia. Penfolds Grange displays fully ripe, intensely flavoured and textured 

Shiraz grapes in combination with new American oak. The Grange style is the original and most 

powerful expression of Penfolds' multi-vineyard, multi-district blending philosophy. 











Natural wines over arching philosophy is non-intervention. From vineyard to cellar the wine is 

made using quality fruit grown by organic and biodynamic practices and experimental and free-form 

methods of viticulture. They are cultivated in tune with the 'nature' evident in both the grapes and the 

territory in which they grow. https://www.organicwine.com.au/what-is-natural-wine 
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located on the dizzingly steep slopes of the Mosel River produce wines of such rich fruit 

intensity and fresh acidity that give their wines the ability to age over decades.    

The Wehlener Sonnenuhr vineyard, planted on grey slate is on a gradient over almost up to 70%.  

Higher sun exposure due to its altitude and the sun reflecting of the grey slate helps achieve optimal 

ripeness.   

These wines are known to collectors for their ability to age for decades. 
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Robert Parker: In 1472, 300 years before the Lur Saluces family acquired the famous Château 

d’Yquem, they owned Château de Fargues. While de Fargues has never been classified, the quality of 

the wine produced is brilliant. Still owned by the Lur Saluces family, it receives virtually the identical 

winemaking care that Yquem does. In some vintages, de Fargues has often been the second-best wine 

produced in the Sauternes region, and when it is tasted blind, many tasters, including most experts, 

usually judge it to be Yquem. In all fairness, the wine lacks the ageing potential of Yquem, but when 

young, the resemblance can be extraordinary. 

 

 









Tequila is a distilled spirit made from the Agave tequilana Weber Blue, blue agave or Agave Azul, and 
produced only in five areas of Mexico: Jalisco (where 99% is made and home to the town Tequila) as 
well as Guanajuanto, Michoacan, Tamaulipas and Nayarit – these are known as the Denomination of 
Origin Tequila (DOT) and recognised as such in more than 40 countries. 

There are 166 different species of agave, 125 of which can be found in Mexico but only the Weber Blue 

(named after the German botanist who first classified the species in 1905 due to the slight blue hue of 

its green foliage) can be used to make Tequila. These plants are particularly suited to the silicate-rich, 

red volcanic soils in the region around the city of Tequila with more than 300 million plants harvested 

there every year. 

Mezcal translates from Nahuatl (a native Aztec language) words metl and ixcalli to "oven-cooked agave." 

It is commonly referred to as "maguey" in Oaxaca, where the majority of mezcal is produced. Depending 

on the variety of agave used, the plant is harvested in mature states of up to 15 years! As for the mezcal 

process, mezcal is cooked in an earthen or stone-lined underground pit for a few days. This helps start 

its signature smoky flavor. From there, the cooked agave is milled and fermented. Once fermentation is 

complete, everything (juice and fibres) is distilled up to three times.  

https://educalingo.com/en/dic-en/mezcal
https://www.britannica.com/place/Oaxaca-state-Mexico


白酒

Maotai or Moutai is a brand of baijiu, a distilled Chinese liquor (spirit), made in the town of Maotai in China's 

Guizhou province. Produced by the state-owned Kweichow Moutai Company, the beverage is distilled from 

fermented sorghum and now comes in several different varieties.  

Maotai originated during the Qing Dynasty (1644–1912), when northern Chinese distillers introduced advanced 

techniques to local processes to create a distinctive type of baijiu. Thereafter Maotai was produced at several local 

distilleries. During the Chinese Civil War, People's Liberation Army forces camped at Maotai and partook of the local 

liquor. Following the Communist victory in the war, the government consolidated the local distilleries into one state-

owned company, Kweichow Moutai (the name is an old romanization of "Guizhou Maotai"). It became a popular 

drink at state functions and one of the country's most popular spirits.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baijiu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baijiu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_liquor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distilled_beverage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maotai,_Guizhou
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guizhou
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kweichow_Moutai_Company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fermentation_(food)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sorghum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qing_Dynasty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_Civil_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/People%27s_Liberation_Army


This is the famous Cognac house's top-of-the-line offering, a truly stunning Cognac blended from around 

1,200 different eaux-de-vie from the Grande Champagne appellation. The youngest material is at least 

40 years old, while some of the spirit was distilled more than 100 years ago. 

“Louis XIII is not a Cognac,” they say at Rémy. “Put simply, it’s a moment.” It is the result of three 

generations of Cellar Masters, resulting from the combined labour of 10,000 people. 

Reputedly, this has been a favourite of Elton John, Christian Dior and Winston Churchill. The latter 

celebrated his election with it in 1951. 

The packaging of Louis XIII shares almost as much history as the Cognac itself. The idea for the glass 

came from an old bottle found by Emile Rémy Martin on a Jarnac battlefield. Since then, the carafe has 

evolved into its distinguished shape, manufactured by Baccarat since 1936. A solid gold collar encases 

the neck, which is adorned by a signature fleur-de-lys crystal stopper. 

                            








